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Bantu (native word = people) term loosely used
for large family of Negro races of Southern
Africa
Baobab a tropical African tree The species
Adansonia dwttata is one of the largest trees
known, though not the tallest the trunk can
reach 80 ft in thickness The fruit is woody but
its juice provides a cooling beverage The bark
yields a fibre used for making rope and cloth
Barbary Ape a large monkey belonging to the
genus Macaca It is the only monkey living in
relative freedom in Europe a small colony being
found on the Bock of Gibraltar It has no tafl
Barberry a genus of berry producing shrubs
containing a hundred species Several species
are cultivated for their flowers and bright berries
Has an interesting pollination mechanism the
base of each stamen is sensitive to touch and
insects probing for nectar cause top of stamen to
spring inwards so dusting visitors head with
pollen which can then be earned to the next
flower visited The common barberry (JSerfcms
(xmatmnis) harbours one stage of the fungus
that causes rust of wheat
Barbican, a fortified entrance to a castle or city
with projecting towers In the London street
called Barbican ihere was formerly a barbican
in front of the city gates
Barbiturates A group of drugs derived from a
parent compound called barbituric add
phenobarbitone is the best known example
They induce sleep and are used in the manu
facture of sleeping pills and sometimes as
anaesthetics but they have the disadvantage of
being habit lorming See also P28 (2)
Baibizon School a school of mid 18th cent land
scape painters whose main tenet was a return to
nature with an exact rendering of peasant life
and country scenery painted on the spot It
was named after the village of that name m the
Forest of Fontarnebleau where ite chief mem
bers—Millet Theodore Bousseau, Danbigny
and Diaz—made their home. Their practice
of painting direct from nature which was fin
from universal at that tune made them the
precursors of Impressionism (a « )
Barcarolle, a Venetian gondolier s song applied to
instrumental as well as vocal compositions
Bard, among the ancient Celts a poet or minstrel
whose mission was to sing of heroic deeds He
was supposed to have the gift of prophecy and
was exempt from taxes and military service
Barilla, soda carbonate or soda ash obtained by
burning certain salt marsh plants (e g the
saltwort Salsola kah) It used to be in great
demand until the product of the Leblanc and
then the Solvay ammonia soda process was
made available by the chemical industry
Barium metal element symbol Ba In group H
of the periodic table The metal is soft and
easily cut It occurs as the sulphate and car
Donate m nature It was first prepared by Sir
Humphry Davy In 1808 as an amalgam by
electrolysis of barium chloride. The pure
metal was not isolated until 1001
Barium meal Barium sulphate is opaque to
X rayv and before taking X ray pictures of the
alimentary canal radiologists give a barium
meal to the patients so that the alimentary
canal shows up more clearly
Barnacles constitute a sob-class idmvectta) of the
Crustacea The barnacle fouling the bottom
of ships is the Goose Barnacle which has a long
muscular stalk and a shell composed of five
plates. The Acorn Barnacles which cover
rocks, breakwaters etc just below high water
mark are similarly constructed, but have no
stalk The manner of feeding of barnacles was
vividly described by T.H Huxley who said the
barnacle is a crustacean fixed by its bead
lacking the food into its mouth with its legs.
It was a naval surgeon J Vaughan Thompson
who discovered in 1880 that barnacles have a
free swimming larva (or nauplius) In the
Middle Ages a curious myth grew up to the
effect that the Barnacle changed into a sea bird
called for that reason, the Barnacle Goose,
Barometer is an instrument for measuring
atmospheric pressure, invented at Florence
by Torricelli. pupfl of Gaffleo m 1644 The
standard method consists of balancing the ait
column against & column of mercury used on
account of its high density The mercury is
the individual dancers and the orchestration
of the whole group is m the hands of the choreo
grapher The dancer s training foDows certain
basic roles but Bare in classical ballet there is
considerable freedom of movement Ballet as
we know it today developed professionally at
the Court of King Louis 2JV of France though
ft owes its orlgms to Italy and m the earliest
times to Greece and Borne Its movements were
made up from the dances of courtiers country
folk and tumblers Technique grew more com
plex as costume became modified the body
gaming complete freedom with the invention of
tights A succession of great dancers—French
Italian and latterly Eussian left their imprint
on the art Contemporary ballet reflects the
aesthetic of the Russian Serge! Diagbilev In
England Dame Ninette de \alois has laid the
foundation of a national ballet at Sadler s Wells
and Covent Garden, with » personality that
reflects the national character A Boyal
Charter was granted in 1957 setting up the
Eoyal Ballet to co-ordinate the activities of the
Sadler e Wells group
Ballistics, the science dealing with the motion of
projectiles especially shells bombs and rockets
Great advances have been made in this science
m recent years.
Balloon, the modern balloon consists of a bag of
plastic material inflated with a gas lighter than
air The first ascent by man ma hot-air balloon
was made on not 21 1783 and in a hydrogen
balloon or Dec 1 1783 The most famous of the
early scientific flights by manned balloons were
those of the Englishmen Coxwell and Glaiaber
m 1862 when a height of 7 miles was reached
The first aenal crossing of the English Channel
by Blanchard and Jeffries was made on 7 Jan
1786 Kccards ascent to 10 miles m 1931
marked the conquest of the stratosphere Four
years later the huge American balloon Explorer
II inflated with nearly 4 million cubic feet of
helium earned a team of scientists with their
floating laboratory to an altitude of 14 miles
In 1957 a pressurised balloon carrying an
American, doctor rose 10 miles above the Earth
Captive kite balloons were widely used in the
war as defensive measures against air attack
Meteorologists send their instruments up in
balloons to collect data about the upper atmo
sphere and of recent years physicists have
learned much about cosmic radiation from the
study of photographic plates sent to the upper
regions in balloons The American balloon
satellites Echo I and II move round the Earth in
orbits several hundred miles high and as the
brightest of the earth satellites can be seen with
the naked eye as brilliant points tnovin across
the sky Ballooning as a hobby is earned on
by a number of enthusiasts
Balsam, a big genus (140 species) of flowering
plants Many species are cultivated for their
showy flowers c o Impal-tcns noli me taw/ere
the yellow balsam or touch me-not so called
because the fruit explodes when touched
slinging oat the seeds Balsam fir is a conifer
LAbtef balsamea) from which Canada balsam
gum is obtained
Baltimore Bud a lively black and-orange bird of
the oriole sub family extending from Brazil to
Canada builds a well-constructed hanging nest
and hag a fine voice.
Bamboo a genus of strong grasses some species
growing to over 120 ft in height much used
by oriental peoples for all kinds of purposes
The yoong shoots of some species are tender and
esculent See T5 (2)
Banana (family Mumceae) a large herbaceous
plant cultivated in moist regions of the tropics
and one of the most productive plants known.
The main areas of commercial cultivation are in
tropical America the Canary Islands and West
Africa. World production is estimated at 20
mflliontons of which only sraflBon are for trade
Bandicoots, Australasian marsupial mammals, of
the size of a large rat or rabbit. They are
bamming animaJa living largely on msecte The
rabbit-eared bandicoot restricted to Australia
has shrew-like snout long ears Bke a- rabbit long
crested tail, and a silky cost. The long-nosed
bandicoot has & spiny coat and cornea from E
Australia. The pig-footed bandicoot has two
functional toes on the foot, Uke a. pig

